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ance. Even from that part where English influence is
strongest, the English land system will soon have been
entirely replaced by one conforming to Irish ideas.
In this respect Ireland's distinctive national unity
is already virtually accomplished But in a wider
sense, unity when it comes must admit national
diversity. The Irish Free State belongs to the English-
speaking world, yet differs from the rest of it by the
fact that it is a Catholic country. If internal fusion
be completed, Ireland will remain predominantly
Catholic, yet much less distinctly so than is the Free
State to-day. It is certain that she can only attain
to complete nationhood by giving up something of the
Free State's unlikeness to the rest of the community
of nations to which she is linked. A place correspond-
ing to their importance in modern Ireland must be
made for the Protestant element and the Protestant
outlook. Sentimentally, the Irish Catholic inclines
to complete separation from the British Empire;
sentimentally and practically, the Irish Protestant
people hold to , remain with' that commonwealth.
Complete nationhood can only be achieved by a recon-
cilement of the divergent ideals.
Such an, evolution would accord with the limits
which Nature has imposed upon Ireland's national
distinctness. There is no instance in which the
history of a people was more determined by geo-
graphical facts; yet these are not facts of the
country's internal structure, but belong to its external
geographical position. Part of an island group lying
off the north-west of Europe, Ireland since the organ-
isation of the modern world has been insular without
being independent. Its insularity meant a profound
and growing unlikeness to the rest of Western Europe
from the tenth century onwards. The modern Europe
derived its organisation from Rome; and the most
important fact in early Irish history is that the Roman
conquest and Roman institutions never crossed the
Irish Channel Christianity came to it in the fifth

